###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   There are no existing reviews on the use of gabapentinoids for predominant, chronic low back pain (CLBP).

-   Our review methodology incorporates a detailed risk of bias assessment, including elements that have been proposed specifically for chronic pain trials by well-known Cochrane pain researchers.

-   Our review team consists of experts in the field of analgesia drug trials and also experienced research methodologists.

-   Our review involves select population of predominant CLBP and hence may limit its applicability to patients with leg and back pain or predominant leg pain.

-   Our review, and hence its results, would be limited by the number and quality of randomised controlled studies in this area.

-   Owing to the variability involved in the study population, and also in the way of outcome measurements, our results may carry substantial heterogeneity.

Background {#s1}
==========

Burden of chronic low back pain {#s1a}
-------------------------------

Chronic low back pain (CLBP) is very common. It is typically considered to be pain felt in the area of the low back and lasting at least 12 weeks or more in duration.[@R1] [@R2] Exact estimates of the prevalence of CLBP are difficult to establish because of the variability in the questions and criteria used in epidemiological studies.[@R3] Many studies looking at the burden of CLBP have included population with acute (\<12 weeks) low back pain (LBP).[@R3] The life time prevalence of LBP---not necessarily chronic, varies between 51% and 80%.[@R1] A majority of these episodes are self-limiting. When CLBP alone is considered, it is estimated to be around 5.9--18.1%.[@R1] [@R4] CLBP causes significant pain, suffering, impairment of daily activities, and decreased quality of life.[@R4] Among chronic conditions CLBP has been noted to be the leading cause of years lived with disability.[@R5]

Aetiological considerations of CLBP {#s1b}
-----------------------------------

Axial CLBP is multifactorial and in many patients diffuse and non-specific.[@R6] There are several musculoskeletal structures within and around the neuroaxial canal capable of structural damage leading to physiological pain.[@R1] [@R7] On an aetiological and therapeutic perspective, CLBP with sciatica or neurogenic claudication needs to be separated from predominant or isolated CLBP.[@R8] Nearly 85% of isolated CLBP lacks a clear pathoanatomical diagnosis.[@R9] On the basis of the underlying nature of pain mechanism, chronic pain conditions could be considered to be either 'neuropathic pain' (NP), or 'non-neuropathic pain' (NNP),[@R10] [@R11] also referred to as nociceptive.[@R11] Central sensitisation (CS) is another category that is supposed to be distinct, but can have overlapping features, within the mechanism-based classification.[@R12] [@R13] It is proposed that CS type of pain may be involved in a large number of CLBP patients.[@R14] In general, identifying a condition as NP in nature carries important implications for diagnosis and management. It has been suggested that NP conditions are more painful, are associated with greater levels of physical and psychological dysfunction and are challenging to treat.[@R17] [@R18] Within the CLBP patients, the diagnosis of NP is a challenge. Most epidemiological studies depend on the screening questionnaires presently available in patients of predominant CLBP.[@R19] [@R20] On the basis of studies using screening questionnaires, a recent review suggested a median rate of 41% with a range of 17--55% of primary NP.[@R1] [@R10] Others have reported a much lower rate of 4%.[@R21] Data from a US health insurance database showed that the claims for back and neck pain with neuropathic involvement is the most frequent neuropathic disorder.[@R22]

Treatment considerations in CLBP {#s1c}
--------------------------------

CLBP requires a multidisciplinary approach,[@R3] [@R7] and in practice, medications remain an important modality of treatment.[@R23] Up to 80% of patients in the US are prescribed one or more drugs for LBP in their first visit.[@R3] Among the antiepileptics, pregabalin (PG) and gabapentin (GP) are commonly used for many NP conditions.[@R24] These two medications, grouped together as gabapentinoids, act by α-2 delta2 subunit of presynaptic voltage-dependent calcium channels, there by modulating pathologically enhanced neurotransmission in the primary afferent neurons.[@R27] [@R28] The use of both medications necessitates slow initiation and titration of dosage and a significant increase in overall treatment costs.[@R29] The treatment with gabepentinoids can also be associated with side effects. The side effects common to these medications commonly include sedation, dizziness, peripheral oedema, dry mouth, drowsiness, fatigue, nausea and weight gain.[@R30] [@R31]

Limitations of existing evidence for the treatment of CLBP {#s1d}
----------------------------------------------------------

Analgesic effectiveness of most treatments on non-specific CLBP is considered to be small.[@R6] Although there have been several systematic reviews on the effectiveness of medications for the treatment of CLBP, none of the reviews have specifically reviewed the evidence for the effectiveness and safety of the use of gabapentinoids. White *et al*[@R23] were able to assess the effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), opioids and antidepressants on CLBP. They observed that NSAIDs were helpful, but antidepressants were no more helpful than placebo with respect to pain, functional status or depression,[@R23] although a previous meta-analysis by Salerno *et al*[@R32] had observed that antidepressants were better than placebo. In a recent review, Chou and Huffman reviewed medications for acute and chronic LBP conditions in a review of the evidence for American Pain Society/American College of Physicians Clinical Practice Guideline development. Among medications for CLBP, they found small to moderate benefit with tricyclic antidepressants, and GP in patients with radiculopathy associated with CLBP.[@R33] This was based on three small trials of GP. They did not identify trials with predominant axial CLBP. The review by Morlion identified two studies for PG and one study for GP. They did not perform a meta-analysis and observed that PG is only effective in a combination therapy.[@R27] More recently, Romano *et al*[@R34] performed a systematic review of antineuropathic and antinociceptive drugs in patients with CLBP. They also observed that PG combined with celecoxib or opioids was more effective than either monotherapy, based on two small studies. Overall the benefits of treating patients with predominant CLBP by either GP or PG are not clear. We aim to perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to look at the evidence to support the use of gabapentinoids in the treatment of CLBP.

Objectives {#s2}
==========

Primary objectives of this systematic review are: (1) to assess the effectiveness of PG and gabapentin (GB) for pain relief in patients with predominant CLBP; and (2) to assess the safety of using PG and GB in patients with predominant CLBP.

The secondary objectives of this review are as follows: (1) assessing the effects of PG and GB on the Initiative on Methods, Measurement and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT) outcomes;[@R35] these outcomes include physical functioning, emotional functioning, participant ratings of global improvement and satisfaction with treatment, and participant disposition and (2) to assess whether PG and GB selectively improve pain relief in patients with predominant neuropathic CLBP.

Methods and analysis {#s3}
====================

Our review protocol has been registered with PROSPERO with the registration number CRD42016034040. This protocol has been prepared for publication according to PRISMA-P guidelines.[@R36]

Eligibility criteria {#s3a}
--------------------

### Participants {#s3a1}

We will include studies with adult (≥18 years of age) patients with CLBP of 3 months or more, with or without lower limb pain. Studies with patients of back and leg/radicular pain will only be included if the population consisted of predominant CLBP, rather than leg/radicular pain. If a trial involves a mix of CLBP and other chronic pain patients, we will include the study only if they report outcomes separately for our study population of interest, or if at least 90% of the trial patients are \>18 years with predominant CLBP.

### Studies {#s3a2}

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) published in English will be eligible for our review.

### Interventions {#s3a3}

Eligible studies must randomise patients to receive 'PG' or 'GB', either 'alone' or 'in combination with other treatment', and compare it with any active or inactive treatments. We will separately consider the comparisons of active and inactive treatments for pooling.

Information sources {#s3b}
-------------------

We will search the electronic databases of EMBASE, MEDLINE and the Cochrane Central Registry of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), from their inception until 26 January 2016. Our search will be limited to reports published in English. Further, we will search the WHO clinical trial registry (<http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/Default.aspx>), and clinical trial registry (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/>), to look for any registered studies, which fulfil our eligibility criteria and crosscheck for their published results. Unpublished, but completed study results will be requested from the authors or investigators. To further ensure comprehensiveness, we will review the bibliographies of recent reviews and selected studies.

Search strategy {#s3c}
---------------

The search will be performed using a sensitive strategy, in consultation with an experienced librarian, for each specific database. The search terms will include terms referring to study population of low back pain, and terms referring to study interventions---GB, PG and anticonvulsants (see online [supplementary appendix 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We will limit our search to English language. Non-randomised trials would be excluded during the study selection process.
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Study screening and selection {#s3d}
-----------------------------

Study selection will be performed in two stages, with paired reviewers screening studies independently and in duplicate. The first level will be performed on titles and available abstracts, and full text screening will be performed on citations felt potentially eligible by either reviewer. To ensure consistency, reviewers will perform a calibration exercise, before beginning with screening. Reviewers will be asked to resolve disagreement by consensus or, if a discrepancy remains, through discussion with an arbitrator (HS). A quadratic kappa statistic on the full article final decisions will be calculated as a measure of interobserver agreement, independent of chance regarding study eligibility and interpreted as almost perfect agreement (0.81--0.99); substantial agreement (0.61--0.80); moderate agreement (0.41--0.60); fair agreement (0.21--0.40); slight agreement (0.01--0.20); \<0 as less than chance agreement.[@R37]

Data management {#s3e}
---------------

### Data collection process {#s3e1}

Paired reviewers will extract the data independently and in duplicate, using electronic data extraction forms. The forms will be specifically adapted to the present review and will be piloted between the paired reviewers for consistency and accuracy. To assist with the data extraction, an instruction manual will be provided along with each relevant form.

### Data items {#s3e2}

Extracted data will include study characteristics, risk of bias items, demographic information, participant flow through the study and outcomes on continuous and binary measures captured on six core domains as recommended by the IMMPACT statement guidelines.[@R35]

### Outcomes and prioritisation {#s3e3}

We will consider pain relief and safety as our primary outcomes and other outcomes (as guided by IMMPACT) as secondary outcomes. We will also prioritise the use of intention to treat analysis (ITT). We will only pool data across trials if there are three or more studies contributing to an outcome domain. Since PG or GB can be used alone or in combination, we will consider pooling studies using PG or GB, either alone or in combination separately. For the primary outcome of pain relief, we will extract continuous outcomes and dichotomous outcomes (success/failure) reported in each study, at various time points. For pooling across studies, we will use the most common outcome type reported. If we consider pooling using the continuous outcomes, we will convert all into a common 0--10 Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), as it is commonly used, and easy to interpret.[@R35] We will capture baseline and end scores and change scores. We will prioritise change scores, if reported, for the analysis. We will consider the pain relief outcomes reported at the most common time point or the longest follow-up time point for pooling. Safety will be assessed by comparing the risk of serious adverse events causing death, hospitalisation or treatment or study withdrawal. Secondary outcomes will include the comparisons of improvement in physical functioning, emotional functioning and participant ratings of global improvement and satisfaction.

Data synthesis and analysis of outcomes {#s3f}
---------------------------------------

Extracted data will be compiled in Microsoft EXCEL for analysis. Risk of bias will be assessed using Cochrane modified risk of bias tool. Included study characteristics will be noted in a table. For the primary analysis, we will use a complete case analysis with ITT. Analysis and synthesis will be carried out using Review Manager (RevMan) (Computer program), V.5.3, Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2014; and Microsoft Excel 2011 (Mac version). Using random effects model for pooling, we will calculate either the risk ratio (to be interpreted as the risk of having success) for dichotomous outcomes and weighted mean difference (WMD) or standardised mean differences (SMD) for continuous outcomes, as appropriate. We will consider the inclusion of crossover studies for analysis if the study includes a reasonable washout period to deal with carryover effects, and in which the order of receiving treatments was randomised. For pooling, we will consider results reported from paired test. If not provided, we will consider results of unpaired test (similar to a parallel group trial), and noting that it is conservative, as it will receive less weight. If there is a strong possibility of carryover effect, or if the final results are poorly reported, or if there is a significant drop out rate (\>20%), we will include the results from the first period only.[@R38]

Risk of bias assessment and identification {#s3g}
------------------------------------------

Risk of bias within the included studies will be assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool based on the components of random sequence generation; allocation concealment; blinding of participants; blinding of outcome assessment; incomplete outcome data and selective outcome reporting. For our review, the possibility of selective outcome reporting will be when the outcomes are described in the methods section but not identified or reported in the results section of the same study report.[@R39] Among trials of chronic pain treatment, there is a potential for bias with outcome assessment time and the threshold used to establish the success of treatment based on improvement in pain relief. We will consider outcome assessment \<12 weeks, and \<30% improvement in pain relief as indicators of potential bias, as suggested by Moore *et al*.[@R40] [@R41] We will use a modified Cochrane risk-of-bias instrument, with response options of 'definitely yes', 'probably yes', 'probably no' and 'definitely no'" We will assign trials in the 'definitely yes' and 'probably yes' categories a high risk of bias and those in the 'probably no' and 'definitely no' categories a low risk of bias. Any disagreement on the risk of bias item scoring will be noted and arbitrated by the primary investigator (HS). For crossover trials, we will also identify the potential bias resulting from carryover effect, order of randomisation and analysis method.[@R38]

Assessment of heterogeneity {#s3h}
---------------------------

Statistical heterogeneity will be calculated using Cochrane\'s Q test, with a threshold of p value at 0.10, and the percentage variability in individual effect estimates will be described by I[@R2] statistic. We will consider the I^2^ threshold as 0--40%: might not be important; 30--60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity; 50--90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity and 75--100%: considerable heterogeneity, as suggested in the Cochrane handbook.[@R38] To explain heterogeneity of \>40%, we will consider the following a priori hypotheses: differences in population, duration of CLBP, dosages of intervention, treatment duration, treatment combinations and outcome measurement standards.

Subgroup analysis {#s3i}
-----------------

In studies that have separately reported pain relief in patients who were screened for the presence of NP, we will perform a subgroup analysis to look for the effect of our study interventions (GB or PG) on pain relief. These patients will be considered to be NP if they are screened for the presence of leg pain along with CLBP, or NP is identified by a screening questionnaire at the baseline.

Sensitivity analysis {#s3j}
--------------------

This will be carried out for studies with loss to follow-up (LTFU) and studies with high risk of bias on a particular component across studies. We will consider patients loss to follow-up (LTFU) subsequent to randomisation as missing for data analysis and will be explored further for imputation, if it is \>5%. For trials in which the authors report total missing participant data only, without specifying at what stage the participants were missing, we will consider the total sample size and the actual sample size included for final analysis and assume that missing data were equally distributed between the arms. For trials in which the authors reported imputed analysis only, we will use the imputed results for the meta-analysis. We will perform imputation strategies as described by Ebrahim *et al*,[@R42] and Akl *et al*,[@R43] for continuous measures and dichotomous measures, respectively. We will perform this analysis only for the pain relief outcome.

Addressing potential biases {#s3k}
---------------------------

If there are more than 10 studies for our meta-analysis, funnel plot will be used to assess for publication bias. Trials with low sample size can increase the chances of random error and also show erroneously large treatment effect sizes. Inclusion of such studies in a meta-analysis increases the chances of publication bias.[@R44] [@R45] As suggested by Moore *et al*,[@R40] we will consider a sample size threshold of \<50 to identify a trial as having the potential for publication bias based on low sample size.

Interpretation and reporting {#s3l}
----------------------------

Reporting of outcomes will be performed as WMD or SMD for continuous outcomes, and relative risks (RR) for dichotomous outcomes, with their 95% CIs. For dichotomous outcomes, we will also report the findings in measures of absolute risk reduction. Rating of quality of evidence will also be performed using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach, by using a 'summary of findings' table.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Treatment of CLBP requires a multimodal approach. Considerations for choosing appropriate medications include a rationale based on underlying mechanism and treatment effectiveness. Since CLBP is recurrent and long standing, it may require long-term treatment involving significant costs to the patient and the payer. Although gabapentinoids are commonly used for the treatment of CLBP, their effectiveness is not clear. Our review will look for existing evidence in the form of RCTs. This will help guide treatment decisions for CLBP, advance patient care based on available evidence, and highlight limitations in existing evidence to direct future research.

Limitations and challenges {#s4a}
--------------------------

Our review does not include studies that focus primarily on patients with lumbar radicular symptoms. Although there are no existing reviews in this population for the use of gabapentinoids, we felt that addition of such studies will add to the clinical heterogeneity. Lumbar radicular pain has a much pathophysiology and elements leading to neuropathic pain. Since there is a stronger rationale to use gabapentinoids in that population, we feel that results obtained from the inclusion of such studies may potentially lessen the clarity and impact of evidence directed at isolated or predominant CLBP. Despite this exclusion, studies included in our review may still involve considerable heterogeneity. This may be as a result of variability in underlying pathology, duration of chronic pain and presence of other conditions of chronic pain, variability in the time and the method of outcome collection for pain relief or other outcomes. Inclusion of crossover trials in a meta-analysis has its limitations. We have outlined our plan to include and analyse crossover studies in the 'Methods and analysis' section.
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